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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2431 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Bugsy

The Hare Bugsy has been out for 90 minutes setting the run, not a cloud in the sky but its cold. A weather alert
comes on his mobile rain/sleet in Summerhill around 6:00Pm. Bugsy looks at the sky only a couple of clouds have
formed to the west, what is the BOM on about thinks Bugsy. The mobile starts ringing at 5:45 is the run still on its
snowing at Perth 2 inches of snow on the ground, another call from Mowbray snowing here is the run going
ahead. At Summerhill there is neither rain nor snow of course the run is going ahead a trail has been set and the
fire pot is ready to light. 15 minutes later the cold front hits Summerhill it is snowing. The run must go ahead. A
trickle of hardy Hashers start to arrive. A couple of litres of diesel is poured into the fire pot and its up and running
Magpie is given instructions on how to put wood into the fire pot and the run is underway. By now the chalk arrows have been washed away and the lime is covered in snow so Bugsy has headed out as a live Hare. Some
Hashers have umbrellas some coats to keep the inclement weather away none of it works A loop around the Esk
Ridge estate fire trail which was designed as a late cummers loop brings the Hardy Hashers to a check on Outram
St. The trail continues down outram st through a lane way into the Summerdale reserve to another check outside
the Summerdale school by now the rain is getting heavy a few Hashers call it a night and head back to the On
Home site. The rest pick up the trail behind the school through a lane way onto Morris St back onto Peel St where
all decide they have had enough an head back to Bugsy’s for an ale or two

ON ON
Magpie has kept the fire pot stoked while LH3’S most hardy or stupid Hashers have been on trail, a
couple of wise sludge arse runners have turned up late. Magpie has been busy in the kitchen (the only
place females should be on a LH3 night) preparing nibblies to feed cold wet troops. The rain has eased
and has now turned to snow, this does not stop Hashers congregating around the holy fire pot. For
once Bugsy has sourced good quality firewood which is relatively smoke free. Only 3 On Downs tonight,
Bugsy the Hare, Bugsy the live Hare and Bugsy the birthday boy. The barby is cancelled tonight snags
do not cook that well covered in snow. The inclement weather does not stop the Monk flogging raffle
tickets or Hash Cash collecting fees.
Another eventful night at LH3 why bother going to the Highland Fling the BOM has bought the winter
wonder land to Summerhill.
Next week we are back in Summerhill with Fingers the Hare

Next Round 12
Starts

THIS Thursday.

Round 10 Seen 5 with 7 right with
Electric Eric taking home the prize.
Round 11 as of Monday we have 5 with 4 right
with a bomber in front. hope he’s paid his Tax.

The 2020 Committee The Committee that “ Will make changes ”
GM: Groat JM: Rainbow, Hash Cash: Thumbs, Monk: Delly Trail Master: Hash Pash , Horn: Dip Stick , Lip: Fingers, Scribe: Run
report is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Thumbs

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 11th August 32 Rowland Cres Summerhill Hare: Fingers

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 13th August 34 Vermeer Ave Newnham Hare: Brooke
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Bloody hell its
cold tonight
Abba

Ya Ya this is not cold, in
Sweden it gets to –30
in winter its only –1
here tonight

